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PROTECT  YOUR LOCATION

 Refrain from uploading videos that
could disclose your location,

especially live videos.
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NOT ALL ‘NEWS’ IS TRUE

Check the information you get and
don't spread rumors or unsure info.

Ask where the information came
from before believing it's true, as
spreading false info doesn't help

anyone.
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IGNORE UNKNOWN CALLERS

Unidentified call? Don’t answer!  
Answered by mistake? Don’t give any

private information or press any
numbers.



BE WARY OF URGENT REQUESTS

Did some ask you to download an
app? Donate money? Or meet
somewhere?
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Hang up and talk to someone who
can help check if it's a real request.



AVOID UNKNOWN
WEBSITES

Don't click on links to websites you
don't know, and don't sign up on them.

Remember, even just clicking can
potentially reveal where you are.
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USE STRONG  PASSWORDS
Lots of websites are being attacked, making
it easy for others to steal your passwords.
Using the same password everywhere is

risky so change it up with unique password
for each site. A strong password is 12+

characters.
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Get the GuideGet Tips

https://www.wizer-training.com/citizens/safeguard-your-privacy
https://youtu.be/TvrFpAFitQ0


TURN ON MFA/2FA

Multifactor Authentication (MFA
aka 2FA) makes it harder to hack
your account even if they have

your password. Turn it on for email,
Whatsapp, and Social Media.
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Get the Guide

https://www.wizer-training.com/blog/multi-factor-authentication-mfa-set-up-guide-cheat-sheet-for-the-top-16-common-apps


BEWARE OF VOICE CLONING

Some apps can copy a person's voice
from online videos on social media. For
example, someone calls sounding just

like your son saying he's in trouble. If this
happens, hang up and call back on the
number you have saved for your son to

check if it's really him.
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USE A FAMILY SAFE WORD

It's a good idea to have a family
safety word or phrase that only your

family knows. Use it in scary
situations to check if things are real
and to stop fake calls or messages
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PROTECT YOUR KIDS

There are photos and videos of
hostages and acts of torture on

social media platforms. It's better to
keep your kids off social media or

monitor what they see.
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STRONGER TOGETHER

Do not play into the hands of our
adversaries by distributing videos

that negatively impact mental
health and diminish our collective

strength. 
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“Security Awareness
Simply Explained”
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